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Long term growth of the power electronics market is driving 300mm wafer-based production.
KEY FEATURES

• The power device market expanded
by 13.9% in 2018 compared to 2017,
leading to a second consecutive
high growth year in the power
electronics market after a couple of
flat years
• The power electronics
semiconductor market reached
$17.5B in 2018, not including power
ICs
• In 2018 there was a shortage of
200mm wafers arising from high
demand for power electronics
devices
• 2019 started positively, but
customer demand is falling because
major customers still have device
inventory from last year
• Main players are investing in
enlarging their manufacturing
capabilities, investing in 300mm fabs
for power devices
• The IGBT and MOSFET markets
will continue to increase but part of
the market will go to SiC, especially
when talking about modules for EV/
HEV. However, SiC remains small
compared to the Silicon market, still
accounting for less than a 10% share
by 2024
• The power module market is
expected to increase its share in
coming years compared to discrete
devices

POWER ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS ARE EXPANDING THEIR FAB
CAPABILITIES TO 300MM
The power electronics industry is experiencing
a shift in its dynamics. The shift comes from the
increase of demand predicted for coming years,
which translates into a move for 300mm waferbased production. In 2018 there was saturation
of 200mm wafer demand, leading to wafer
price rise instead of wafer supply. As of today,
more than seven power electronics players
have announced investments in new fabrication
capabilities, to be in production from 2021.
Infineon has invested $1.9B in Villach to build
a second fab for power devices on 300mm
wafers. STMicroelectronics has also started
the expansion of its Agrate site for 300mm
production, for Bipolar CMOS-DMOS, power
MOSFETs and IGBTs. Another example is Bosch,
which has also started building its 300mm fab in
Dresden, preparing for the imminent increase
in volumes for both automotive and Internet of
Things (IoT) applications. Chinese players have
also started the expansion to 300mm, like Silan

Microelectronics or GTA Semiconductors, the
latter having confirmed that it is working on its
automotive-grade IGBT production line.
A concern with these moves might be the
equipment delivery time. This is one of the
reasons why players such as ON Semiconductor
and Diodes Inc have acquired an existing
fab. Such acquisitions also require lower
investments. The ramp up for production for
ON Semiconductor will therefore be in 2020
with advanced CMOS technology. Once that
transfer is complete in 2022, the equipment can
be used for a possible ramp up in power devices,
depending on demand, as the equipment will
already be established. A choice must be made.
We will have to keep a close eye on the next
steps of the power electronics players as they
shape the power semiconductor industry in
coming years. An overview of the full power
supply chain and a focus on the 300mm
transition is included in this report.
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Power MOSFET/IGBT?

430M$

ELECTRIFICATION IS STILL THE KEY MARKET DRIVER OF THE POWER
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
The power electronics market comprised
$53.4B for power inverters in 2018, and
$17.5B for power semiconductor devices.
Key driving factors include electrical power
conversion optimization and expansion, driven
by electrification trends in transportation, CO2

emission reduction goals, the development of
clean electricity sources, and industrialization.
We can say that the main driving application
with a huge market potential and technological
innovation is electric and hybrid electric
vehicles (EV/HEVs). But let’s not forget that
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there are other applications that are boosted
by electrification needs and by EV/HEVs. This is
Power electronics industry: driving applications’ perspectives
Today, the automotive segment, especially
EV/HEVs, drives both technological
development and market demand
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the case in renewable energy, which is boosted
by clean driving trends and growing electricity
consumption. More grid lines also need to be
deployed to sustain greater amounts of required
energy. Similarly, more energy storage systems
need to be deployed for better distribution of
the energy to the grid. The grid must also reach
newly installed EV charging stations outside cities,
enabling many cars to be plugged in at the same
time with an acceptable charging time. Moreover,
if we take into account automated driving and long
term vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication,
more data centers could be required, more LiDAR
systems, along with other supporting technology.
Hence, we are living an era where established
applications are boosted by electrification and
also by the EV/HEV transition, making the power
electronics market very interesting to follow.
How are these applications evolving? Which are
the main drivers? How is this translating to power
semiconductors? And to Silicon substrates? All of
these topics are discussed in this report.
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SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET EVOLUTION TOWARDS HIGHER POWER OFFERS
MODULES A BOOST
The module market is today motivated by high
power efficiency and density requirements from
the main power applications. Still today, modules
represent 23% of the total market. But we now
see the push from end-user demand for new
applications such as energy storage, charging
infrastructure or EVs. These applications, and
conventional ones like renewable energy and
motor drives, will use modules with different
power levels and reliability requirements. This
will lead to a vast choice of power modules in the
coming years. Power modules are being developed
with new substrates, die attach materials or new
semiconductor materials. Different players are
focusing on innovation for modules and pushing
production to enter this market. On the other
hand, established players are fighting for their
position in the market through innovation and
delivering good product offerings.

The power electronics semiconductor market
is in a growth period, which started in 2017
and continued in 2018. It is now saturated for
some segments, specifically MOSFETs in 2019,
but high demand is expected to continue. Yole
Développement (Yole) expects a 4.5% Compound
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) from 2018-2024
for IGBT modules, while discrete IGBT parts’
CAGR will be 2.7%. These forecasts are directly
linked with investments in manufacturing lines
from different players mentioned previously. Note
also that the IGBT module market will be directly
affected by the penetration of SiC during coming
years, with a big push in the EV segment. This is
indeed a worthy market to follow!
In this report, Yole summarizes the different
markets in the power semiconductor area, from
the silicon wafer to the discrete device, module
and inverter.

Power electronics landscape: key players* and repartition of their activities
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the order, the non-breaching Party may send a notification to the
other by recorded delivery letter upon which, after a period of
thirty (30) days without solving the problem, the non-breaching
Party shall be entitled to terminate all the pending orders,
without being liable for any compensation.
8. MISCELLANEOUS
All the provisions of these Terms and Conditions are for the benefit
of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees and agents.
Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those provisions
against the Buyer.
Any notices under these Terms and Conditions shall be given in writing.
They shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.
The Seller may, from time to time, update these Terms and Conditions
and the Buyer, is deemed to have accepted the latest version of these
terms and conditions, provided they have been communicated to him
in due time.
9. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
9.1 Any dispute arising out or linked to these Terms and Conditions or
to any contract/orders entered into in application of these Terms
and Conditions shall be settled by the French Commercial Courts
of Lyon, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.
9.2 French law shall govern the relation between the Buyer and the
Seller, in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

